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2Shodh Shuddhi Program

URKUND has been rolled out by eGalactic and INFLIBNET to all Universities and CFTI in India from 1st of 
September 2019 under ShodhShuddhi program, an Initiative of MHRD, Govt of India. For more details 
visit https://pds.inflibnet.ac.in/index.php or www.egalactic.in. Urkund is now rebranded as Ouriginal

https://pds.inflibnet.ac.in/index.php
http://www.egalactic.in/
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▪ RECEIVER and SUBMITTER are registered for a specific Institute/University

SUBMITTER (Student) can only 

submit document. Cannot view 

Report

RECEIVER (Faculty member / 

supervisor) can view report and 

submit document
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Report View: Option 1

• Two Options available to view report
1. Report Link Received on the RECEIVER Registered Email Address from 

noreply@ouriginalcom. Link for report in mail

Link for Report

Click on the link to open the report, new page opens.

Please disable pop up blocker if new page does not open

mailto:report@analysis.urkund.com


5Report New inbox View: Option 2

Report – Percentage is generated once report is ready

Click on the Open report to open the report in a new page

Please disable pop up blocker if new page does not open

Select the Document for 

which you want the report 

To Download Report 

Directly Click on Export 

To PDF



6Report OLD inbox View: Option 2

• Two Options available to view report
2. Report open from RECEIVER Portal

Report – Percentage is generated once report is ready

Click on the Percentage to open the report in a new page

Please disable pop up blocker if new page does not open
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DOCUMENT OVERVIEW 

BAR

Thumbnail pages

Use this bar to have a quick 

look at the findings in the 

document. By clicking on a 

finding, you’ll get details 

about that specific match or 

warning. And you have the 

option to investigate it 

further in the findings view. 
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FINDINGS SUMMARY

Matching text or warning snippet

When clicking on a finding in the 
document overview bar, a snippet of 
the matching text, or explanation of 
the warning, will be shown. Head 
straight to view details of the finding 
or continue to go through all matches 
to get a quick overview.
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FINDINGS

Number of findings and navigation

This box tells you how many findings there 
are in the document. Navigate to Findings 
view where you can investigate detected 
findings closely side-by-side with the 
matching text. We distinguish between 
Matching Text and Warnings, and you’ll 
reach them separately. If you prefer to go 
straight to the entire document, with all 
findings highlighted, click on the big button. 
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EXPORT AND HELP

Download analysis as pdf or this guide

If you want to export the analysis as a pdf 
and download it to your computer, click on 
the arrow-button. The question mark will 
open this Quick Start Guide in a new tab.

Click to view 

complete report
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SIMILARITY BARS

Aggregated text similarity

We display two similarities; this 
assignment’s aggregated 
similarity percentage and the 
receiver’s average similarity, i.e. 
the average similarity of all 
submitted documents to this 
receiver. 
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SUBMISSION DETAILS

Additional information

Here you’ll find all necessary 
information about the document. 
Submitter name, file name, time and 
date of the submission, submission ID 
and message. 
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Quick Options

Reset report, export to pdf or open guide

The arrow-button will reset the report to its original state (e.g. if you 

have excluded findings and therfore wish to restore it). If you want to 

export the analysis as a pdf and download it to your computer, click on 

the arrow-button. The question mark will open this Quick Start Guide. 
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Header and navigation
Visualization of all findings

Source

Link to the 

original source

Side-by-side boxes
Comparison between the submitted text 
and the matching text

Types
Navigate between 
the different types 
of findings

Profile menu
Sign in, settings 
and options

Show in text
Choose to show quotes, 
brackets and detailed text 
differences in text 
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Type of findings

Navigation between finding types

This is where you navigate between the different

finding types - Matching text and Warnings and Bin (which is where 

removed findings end up).
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SHOW IN TEXT

Toggle options

Here you will find the option to 

highlight quotes, brackets or 

detailed text differences in the text. 

You can also change these settings 

via the profile menu.
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DETAILED TEXT DIFFERENCES

Toggle options

This shows the exact differences between the 
submitted text and the matching text, by 
highlighting the differences in the matching text. 
Words highlighted with yellow means that they 
have been substituted and red that they have 
been removed.

Detailed Text Differences
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Is 

SIDE-BY-SIDE BOX

Submitted text vs matching text

The text matches found are shown with the submitted 
student text to the left and the text from the matching 
source to the right. The percentage shows the text-
similarity for this specific block of text. 
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Include/Exclude Finding

Inactivate findings in the analysis

If you consider a finding to irrelevant, e.g. if its a correctly made quotation, you 

can choose to exclude the finding from the report. Click on the toggle button 

and the finding will be changed excluded in report, i.e. will no longer affect the 

document’s aggregated similarity. 
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SOURCE

Link to source document or website

This is a link to the original source. The symbol 
tells you which type of source it is; W meaning 
website, SA student assignment and J content 
from a journal.

Source Info and Link 

Link to source document or website

This is the link to the original source. The symbol next to it 

tells you which type of source it is; W meaning website, SA 

student assignment and J content from a journal.
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Alternative Sources
You can remove the primary source and 
switch to an alternative

There could be times when the matching source 

is not what you expected it to be. No worries! 

Our system displays the source it deems as 

most relevant, but keeps overlapping matches 

as ”alternatives”, i.e. other sources which 

contains similarities to this particular block of 

text. 

If you wish to view the alternative matching text, click 

on alternative sources under the source link or ”View 

alternatives” under the hidden menu. 

Including an alternative match will automatically 

remove the primary match, which will be sent to the 

bin. You can at any time revert this action by restoring 

it from the bin.
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Switch to an 

Alternative 

Overlapping Match
Choose which one to include

If clicking on “View alternatives”, 

you will get the option to choose 

which alternative source to 

include. 

Alternative matches are bundled in 

what we can levels, since an overlap 

could actually be matches from 

several sources. Expand the level to 

see which sources are in it and 

choose which one to include instead.
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Exempted Source
When the source text cannot be shown

It may occur that we can’t display the text 

from the original source. This can be due to 

an agreement with our partners, or if the 

author has chosen to exempt the content. 
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The Findings Bin 

Removed findings This is where you find removed 

matches, i.e. matches which have been removed due 

to an alternative match has been included instead. 

Click ”Restore” if you wish to bring it back to the 

analysis. 
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Profile Menu

Sign in, settings and options 

If you have not signed in already, you reach the login 

page via this menu. You can also change your settings, 

for example change the language.
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Sources Tab

This is where you will find the list of all the 

original sources we found during the analysis, 

i.e. sources in which we found text similarities 

with the submitted document.
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The Source List

Identified matching sources

The list of identified sources is now displayed 

in a separate view. You can view the original 

source by clicking on one of them in the list. 
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Source Legend

Type of source These icons tell you what type of source 

is referred to. W = website, SA = student assignments 

(documents previously submitted to Urkund are stored 

in our archives) and J = journal.
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Location in Document

Where we found the matches

This bar shows where the matches to a specific source 

occurred in the document. Click on a highlight to display a 

summary of the match and head directly to findings details.
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Alternative Source
Alternatives to the primary source

When an analysed text displays similarities 

with several sources, our system displays the 

most relevant one, based on the ranking of our 

algorithms.  However, you will find the 

alternative overlapping sources, i.e. sources 

which also contains similarities to a particular 

block of text, here.

Click on the arrow to expand the container and view 

more details.
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Exclude a Source or switch to an Alternative

Omit irrelevant sources or swap to another

You can choose to omit a source from the analysis if you wish. Simply 

click on the toggle button or the menu hidden under the three dots and 

the source will be excluded from the analysis. When omitting the 

primary source and its matches, you’ll be asked if you want to include an 

alternative source instead. You can also switch to an alternative source 

by using the hidden menu.
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Add  a Missing Source

Add URL of a source you believe is missing

Do you believe that there is a source missing, e.g. if you are quite certain that 

a particular source has been used? Place the URL of that source in the input 

field and a request to index it will be sent to us. 
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Entire Document Tab

The submitted document is shown in its entirety 

here. All findings are highlighted in the text, allowing 

you to do a side-by-side comparison.
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Finding highlights

Coloured parts of document 

indicate matching text or 

warnings

Finding icons

Click to view the matching source text side-by-

side 

Document with findings

The entire submitted document 

with findings highlighted in the 

text
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Highlighted Findings

Matching text or warnings

The findings are highlighted in the text. Orange means 

Matching text and purple means a warning. Click on the 

Finding icon to open the side-by-side comparison. 
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Side-by-Side Comparison 

Compare student text with the source textWhen clicking on the finding icon, the 

matching source text (or the warning explanation) is shown to the right of the 

submitted text. This way, you can do a side-by-side comparison. Toggle on 

detailed text differences to make sure you don’t miss anything important.

Skip to next finding by using the pagination on the sides or the arrows on your 

keyboard.
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Contact for Support 

For Support Contact:

eGalactic 
support@egalactic.in

+91 84120 02525

www.egalactic.in

Support related queries, contact support@egalactic.in or call at +91 84120 02525. 

Support timings are Monday to Friday, 10am to 6.00pm or INFLIBNET Centre 
pds.tech@inflibnet.ac.in / pds.help@inflibnet.ac.in +91-79-23268233/31/32/20

INFLIBNET Centre 
pds.tech@inflibnet.ac.in/
pds.help@inflibnet.ac.in
+91-79-23268233/31/32/20

Or 

mailto:support@egalactic.in
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fess.inflibnet.ac.in%2Fimages%2Finflibnet.png&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.inflibnet.ac.in%2F&docid=YbceFZb6uPVQrM&tbnid=Ec6Humma34MhbM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwiU7saA3uvjAhVPU30KHdQjBMwQMwhFKAIwAg..i&w=141&h=181&bih=723&biw=1536&q=inflibnet%20center&ved=0ahUKEwiU7saA3uvjAhVPU30KHdQjBMwQMwhFKAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8
http://pds.tech@inflibnet.ac.in/pds.help@inflibnet.ac.in
http://pds.tech@inflibnet.ac.in/pds.help@inflibnet.ac.in

